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ABSTRACT

This project explores how to enhance New Scots women's sense of 
belonging and confidence through expressing themselves in local 
communities. New Scots Women refers to asylum seekers, refugees and 
migrant women.

In this project, I used the asset-based approach to discover Glasgow's assets 
and explore the possibilities for New Scots Women and their communities. 
'Our Rights, Our Communities' is a partnership project with Govanhill Baths 
Community Action Programme, Unity Sisters and Milk Café, which is a vital 
asset in Glasgow.

For New Scots Women, confidence, a sense of belonging and self-expression 
are closely related and mutually empowering. For communities, the vital 
factor is to expand the impact. 

'Hear Our Stories' is a long-term event proposal for the 'Our Rights, Our 
Communities' project.
In Glasgow, many workshops help women express themselves through 
creative practices. Women draw their stories to express themselves. In the 
event 'Hear Our Stories', we use social media and posters to show New Scots 
Women's artworks to evoke people's attention. To let the public see their 
stories is not to pity them but to understand what these communities are 
fighting for. In this way, New Scots Women's communities will have a greater 
impact and greater collaborative network and are more likely to get more 
funding from the city council, which will benefit New Scots Women's daily life.
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Talk to a Specialist

At the beginning of this Thesis project, I 
talked to a specialist from the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP). She said that 
gender equality is a vital section of the UN SDG. 
Gender Equality is an important part of the UN 
SDGs. Empowering women and girls is crucial 
to accelerating social and economic progress 
(THE 17 GOALS | Sustainable Development, 
2022). 

The specialist from the UNDP also introduced 
me to the Social Innovation Platforms UNDP 
and told me that community empowerment is 
a very important part of their work.
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Introduction

Reading Literature

Since this thesis is about gender equality, 
I first started reading the literature to 
understand the definition of gender. 
According to Shuvo Ghosh (2022), the 
definition of gender identity is a person's 
conception of themselves as either male or 
female (or rarely, both or neither). So in this 
Thesis project, the word' women' means 
anyone who considers herself a female.

According to Glasgow City Council (2017), 
there are still some gaps in gender equality 
in Glasgow. 

The Direction

As a master's student from Collaborative 
Creativity, researching from a community 
empowerment perspective is my focus. 
Based on my previous research, many 
communities and organisations are related 
to gender equality in Glasgow. Coupled with 
the emphasis on community empowerment 
at UNDP, I chose to conduct my research from 
a community empowerment perspective.

Approaches

In last semester's study, Mafalda introduced 
us to the asset-based design approach. 
According to Nurture Development (2022), 
building on the assets that are present in 
the community, Asset-Based Community 
Development encourages individuals, 
organisations, and institutions to collaborate 
to recognise and enhance their strengths 
(Asset Based Community Development 
(ABCD) - Nurture Development, 2022).
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Interviews
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Hang out with Milk Cafe Women's Group

The core staff from Milk Cafe helped me to join their 
women's group event. We had a tour and picnic 
together. This activity helped me a lot to get closer to 
my following workshop participants.

During our garden tour, there was a story that 
inspired me significantly. A quiet refugee woman 
pointed at a scented geranium and said this plant is 
for making tea in her home country. She encouraged 
us to taste the leaf's flavour, and everyone was 
impressed. She became delighted and was willing to 
share more stories about herself. At this time, another 
woman said they also use it to make tea in her home 
country, and these two women became friends 
quickly.
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Prepare for the Workshop

I was planning to hold two workshops. The first one was mainly for gathering information and stories. Since art expression was one of my early ideations, it could also be an 
early ideation testing on art expression. The second workshop was mainly for testing and gathering information to put into the co-made map.
 
I asked Milk Cafe and GBCT to help me recruit participants for two workshops separately, and I designed an information sheet for them. Considering potential language barriers, 
I designed some creative sessions by drawing and using playdough.

Topic CardsInformation Sheet
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The First Workshop

I conducted the first workshop with three New Scots Women from Milk Cafe 
Women's Group. In this workshop, women co-mapped, drew and used play 
dough to show their stories. 

Using my Topic Cards and engagement maps, women co-mapped out a Map 
of New Scots Women and shared their stories.

There was a woman who was new to the group. At first, she was timid. But 
after these creative sessions, she started singing and dancing and became 
friends with others. This also proved that such creative workshops are efficient 
for women to express themselves. They also told me they are happy with their 
community's creative activities, and the community members are extremely 
friendly. Once a woman joins a community, she will have the chance to make 
friends, share stories, gain confidence, and explore more outside. But if a 
woman is new and isolated, she may not meet the first person who would 
introduce her to the community.
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"I enjoy hanging out with my community friends and sometimes invite them 
to my home."

"In my home country, there is a fairy tale. In Glasgow, I made it into a crochet artwork."
(lilstitch.22, 2020)

"My community friends told me a lot, such as where to find a 
lawyer or a food bank."

"I see those participants as a mirror of me. I got a lot of help from my 
community. Now I want to give back to it by helping others."

"I want to be a recognised artist."

Inspiring Stories
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The Second Workshop

Two women from the 'Our Rights, Our Communities' (OROC)
project were in the second workshop. One woman is a core 
member of Unity Sisters. The other woman is a staff from Milk 
Cafe, who had joined the first workshop, so she just participated 
in the testing session. 

Using the Topic Cards, the participant added the Map of New 
Scots Women based on the artefact co-created in the first 
workshop.

She also mapped out the structure of OROC and mentioned 
that they had existed for many years before the Baths knew 
them. So there are some gaps within these communities. Once 
they collaborate (like OROC), they will have a greater impact in 
Glasgow.
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Based on the findings from workshops, interviews and desk research, I created this Map of Assets in the context of New Scots women in Glasgow. Using an asset-based 
approach, I discovered Glasgow's assets and tried to explore the possibilities for New Scots Women and their communities.

A Map of Assets
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Define the Audiences - New Scots Women

Asylum seekers, refugees and migrant women in Glasgow.
Then, based on my primary research, I created four profiles of New Scots Women.
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Define the Process

In the interview, a programme lead described 
a process from collaboration to impact for 
New Scots Women: collaborate - develop 
- feel they belong - have the confidence 
to express themselves - have the power to 
influence changes. And the vital parts are 
self-expression and influence changes.

In the last phase, I zoomed my research question 
into self-expression. Since I found out there 
are already various assets to help New Scots 
Women to express themselves, It would be wise 
to zoom out back to the process and see more 
possibilities. So based on the Map of Assets and 
my research insights, I reformed the process 
into a new Process Map. The core process is 
from self-expression to influence. Based on my 
research, extending influence is very important 
for New Scots Women. If we share their stories 
with the Public and other communities, New 
Scots Women are more likely to get support and 
influence changes into real.

A screenshot of the Miro board created during the interview with a programme lead

The Process Map 
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Events & Testing - Community Market

I came up with some ideas about sharing stories via social media and posters. I brought them to a Festival Market Event to test, and people loved them and gave me a lot of 
feedback.
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Blueprint
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Shows Stories
Attracts Attention

Shows Stories
Wider Impact

Touchpoints

Poster Instagram Exhibition Event

To let the Public see their stories is not to pity them 
but to see their positive contributions and understand what these communities are fighting for.

Shows Stories
More Engagement

Collect Stories
Self-Expression

My final delivery is an event proposal. Hear Our Stories. We use posters, social media and exhibitions to share New Scots Women's stories and get a wider impact and more 
engagement. The Event workshop will still be run by the OROC communities. To let the Public see their stories is not to pity them but to see their positive contributions and 
understand what these communities are fighting for. It can link her past experience in her hometown with her present achievements in Glasgow, and this can make her feel a 
sense of belonging and confidence.
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In my home country, we use scented geraniums to make tea. 
I first found this plant in Glasgow while participating in a 
garden tour. It reminded me of my home.

At that time, I couldn't speak much English. But after I used 
this plant to make tea for others in the community, we became 
good friends. They loved my tea a lot. I felt so happy because I 
could contribute something to others here. 

I drew this plant to express that I was starting to ground 
myself in Glasgow. Glasgow is my new home now. And I want 
to make more delicious food and make more friends here.

A Sample Story (a sample event)
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A map of experience

This is a map showing how New Scots Women 
and the Public experience the event.
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Lack of funding.
Not well-known to the public.
Need more connections with 

other communities.

Impacts

Before

Hear Our 
Stories

More funding.
Being understood by the public.

Collaborate with other 
communities and  became a 

bigger network.

After

After having "Hear Our Stories", OROC communities will be understood by the Public. Other communities might collaborate with them and inform a bigger network, getting a 
more significant impact. In this way, the city council will hear their needs and give more funding and support, which will benefit New Scots Women's daily life.
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